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It was shocking for a while.

This made Chen Kong and the laboratory behind the gods breathe a sigh of relief.

They were afraid that some of the three would not agree…

Looking forward to it!

Everyone is looking forward to this battle!

Not to mention the results of the battle, it is enough to make people curious enough to refer to the
identity of the master and the new master of the ancient Garrison Clan.

This time, isn’t it true that the truth has come to light.

This is what the Lab of the Gods expects…

They all have information for them, which is equivalent to being in their hands.
But the identities of the top three on the list of gods have been unknown.

They want to know!

This time Chen Kong challenged them.

Ten thousand steps back and said, if Chen Kong loses, then at least the identities of these three will be
known.

Still not at a loss!

For the Lab of the Gods, as long as they control this person’s information, it is equivalent to control this
person.

Only the unknown is extremely threatening to them.

For a time, the top of the world became the focus. People from all over the world are rushing here…

Levi Garrison and the others are fast.

First came to the top of the world, but found a good position in the north.

The angle is excellent!

You can just see the designated battlefield next to the Conferred God Platform!

Everyone is looking forward to…

Breathing is a little difficult.

“When did it start?”

Levi Garrison asked and asked .

“Boss starts tomorrow! Everyone is coming to grab the spot today…”

“I don’t know when Chen Kong and God of Darkness will come

. I’m really looking forward to it…” “Yes, I also want to know Master Yizhi and Garrison Clan Who is the
master of the ancient clan…”

Everyone was talking in a frantic manner.

Levi Garrison also stopped moving.

He has another plan in his mind.

But first have to see Chen empty, look at this kid how few two kilograms ……

top of the world face the mountains a few people are converging more and more ……

fighting since the conflict are also many ……

possible in order to compete In an excellent viewing position, thousands of people were killed and
thousands of corpses were left behind.

Especially the stronger forces or people directly rob…

Others have a cold expression.

It’s no wonder that.

This is the era of the weak eating the strong!

Weak will be beaten!

May be killed for an absurd reason at any time!

This kind of thing is too common!

Levi Garrison’s position is actually excellent.

Many people want to grab it.

However, seeing Levilia Xuanyuan Qingya and the apprentice of the Dark God in their camp…

none of them could provoke him.

As a result, no one came to harass…

it also stopped.

